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TRIFLEX HX1 PRO - INFINITY GREY PEARL
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Description

+

Product ID: 11423660
Dimensions: 760 (w) x 290 (l) x 215 (h) mm
Model overview:
Innovative 3-in-1 function for ultimate ﬂexibility
As powerful as a conventional vacuum cleaner
Replaceable Li-ion battery. Up to 120 min running time
Maximum air hygiene with HEPA AirClean lifetime ﬁlter
Wide ElectroBrush with BrilliantLight for all types of ﬂooring

Watch video
120min Run Time
The Miele Triﬂex’s VARTA Lithium-Ion battery is equipped with 7 high-performance cells, giving Miele’s cordless handstick a run time of up to 120 minutes*.
*Applies to the HX1 Runner & Pro on power setting 1 without electro brush Multi Floor XXL attached with the use of two batteries.
Lifetime HEPA Filter
The HEPA¹ lifetime ﬁlter captures and ﬁlters 99.999%² of all microscopic particles and allergens, removing them from the air. This maintenance free ﬁlter is perfect
for people who suffer from asthma and allergies.
¹ According to EN 1822/2011
² According to EN 60312-1
Extra Battery
How many times have you been on a call, watching videos or cleaning and it runs out of battery, it's frustrating. Our VARTA Li-Ion battery oﬀers up to 60 minutes*
of cleaning per charge per battery.
*Applies to power setting 1 without electro brush Multi Floor XXL attached.
Extra Charger
The additional battery charger allows you to have your second battery on charge, doubling the running time of your Miele vacuum cleaner. By having the second
battery on charge, you can take comfort knowing that time is on your side.
Mini Electro Brush
Stubborn pet hairs on the sofa or dirt and hair in your car can be a pain to remove. The long bristles of the Miele Electro Compact handheld brush pick them up
easily and reliably and can eliminate deep-seated dirt.
LED Floorhead Lights
Depending on the colour of your ﬂoor, very small debris such as sand, grains or very ﬁne dirt can go unseen. Miele's exclusive BrilliantLight allows you to see this
otherwise invisible debris and assist in giving you the perfect clean.
XXL Floorhead
The extra-wide Electro brush cleans a larger surface area in less time without compromising on performance. It adapts automatically to every type of ﬂooring,
ensuring all surfaces are cleaned quickly and thoroughly.
Click here for more product information
Made in Germany.
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